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The problem of cooperation

Individual organisms helping others at a cost 

How does cooperation emerge in a 
population?  

Once present, how do cooperators maintain 
an advantage over non-cooperators?  

What factors facilitate more or less 
cooperation?



The prisoner’s dilemma

Cooperate Defect

Cooperate b – c –c
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b: benefit of receiving aid 
c: cost of giving aid payoff is to Player 1

b > c



Evolutionary Dynamics

• There must be variation  

• That variation must have consequences 
for survival or reproduction (selection) 

• Variation must be heritable

3 requirements for evolution by natural selection:



Selection and Heritability
• Genetic transmission: The most successful individuals 

transmit their genetically encoded strategies 

• Social transmission 

‣ Vertical transmission: successful individuals have more 
offspring, to whom they teach their strategies 

‣ Success-biased transmission: individuals preferentially 
learn from successful individuals 

Evolutionary dynamics are similar in all three cases! 



A simple PD game model

• Variation: Individuals play pure strategies of cooperate 
or defect 

• Selection and heritability: Individuals play their 
neighbors and accumulate payoffs, which are 
observable. Individuals then imitate the strategy of their 
most successful neighbor. 

• Structure: assume a simple lattice structure.



Reminder about simplicity

• This model reflects an extremely simplistic view of social 
behavior, structure, and evolution (cultural or genetic). 

• This a good thing. 

• Simple models often provide insight, including insight into 
the sort of additional complexity we may or may not need 
to make sense of our systems. 



Payoffs
• An agent considers N neighbors (N = 4), of which nC are 

cooperators and nD are defectors (nD = N – nC).  

• The payoff to a cooperator is: 

• The payoff to a defector is: 

VC = nC(b − c) − nDc
= nCb − Nc

VD = nCb
Cooperators only do better 
when they can interact with 
more cooperators than 
defectors can! 



a simple model with assortment

CODE: PD_simple.nlogo
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2b–4c 0?

b

b

2b − 4c > b

Cooperation spreads when

or

c < b/4

When costs are too high, cooperators cannot survive at all

4b–4c 0?

2b

2b

4b − 4c < 2b

Cooperation disappears when

or

c > b/2

When costs are low, cooperators can spread



Cooperation and assortment
• Cooperation can do well if the cost isn’t to high 

(relative to the benefit) and there is sufficient 
assortment.  

• These are strong assumptions, particularly 
regarding assortment.  

• We assumed your neighbors now are your 
neighbors forever (or their offspring are your 
offsprings’ neighbors, if we are thinking about 
genetic evolution).



Randomization

• Each time step, every agent has a probability of 
switching its spatial position with a randomly 
selected agent.  

• This disrupts spatial assortment. 



reducing assortment

CODE: PD_randomized.nlogo
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The Iterated PD game

• What if interactions last for a while?  

• Provides an opportunity for contingent strategies, 
which can use past behavior to adjust their own. 



Tit-For-Tat
• TFT is cooperative but responsive. Follows a 

principle of reciprocity. 

• Starts out cooperative, thereafter copies co-player’s 
previous move. 

• This only matters if the game is iterated. TFT is only 
exploited once, thereafter preferring mutual 
defection to being played for a sucker.



Payoffs after x iterations

Against a defector
defector cooperator TFT

0 −xc −c

Against a cooperator
defector cooperator TFT

xb x(b − c) x(b − c)

defector cooperator TFT
b x(b − c) x(b − c)

Against TFT



Payoffs
• A agent considers N neighbors (N = 4), of which nT are 

TFT and nD are defectors (nD = N – nT).  

• The payoff to a TFT agent after x iterations is: 

• The payoff to a defector is: 

VT = xnT(b − c) − nDc

VD = nTb



iterated prisoner’s dilemma

CODE: PD_reciprocity.nlogo



Reciprocity wins

• TFT is a lot more robust than pure cooperation 

• It can permit persistence of cooperation under 
greater costs and lower assortment, as long as 
there is sufficient opportunity for reciprocity.



Further directions 
Diving deeper



Further directions 
Cooperation in larger groups



Further directions 
Cooperation and competition



Next up: 
Coordination and norms


